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About this Document

Crowley Website Redesign

Document: User Experience Brief

This document is intended to provide the following for the Crowley
Website Redesign project:
·

A summary of the initial research completed thus far

·

Detailed personas and scenarios

·

High-level user experience strategies to be followed throughout the
design and development of the website(s)
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Following approval of this document, conceptual wireframes and creative
design comps will be created to document the experience.

While some high-level wireframe sketches are included, they are to be
considered preliminary and directional—not final.
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Stakeholder Interviews
Roundarch interviewed a number of Crowley stakeholders. Topics
included:
·
·
·
·
·

Customer characteristics
Impressions of Crowley
Current website usage
Communication externally and internally
Website “wish list”

Crowley Business Unit

Participants

Corporate Communications

Craig Cox, Jennifer Kimble, Daniel Mock, Mark Miller

Petroleum Services

Dorine Tessier, Elizabeth Carlson

Logistics

Ken Black, Greg Smith

Government Services

Steven Atkinson

Ship Management

Nick Orfanidis, Sharon Timmons, Sharon Baris, Mike Golonka

Accounting Services and Purchasing

Jeronimo Garcia, John Azzo, Linda McKenzie, Hannibal Garces, Jose Santiago, Natalie Thrift

Human Resources

Tricia Pelger, Zoraida Jirau, Margaret Reisner, David Holden, Brian Lee

Liner Services

Tricia Loveless, Rob Clapp, Brad Brown, Laura Kelly

Vessel Management (Marine Technical Consulting)

Jonathan Smith

Customer Service

Lasonya Hill

Titan Salvage

Amit Wahi

Customized Brokers

Nelly Yunta

Ship Assist and Escort Services

Scott Hoggarth, John Geary

SSQE

Stephen Wilson, Pam McElroy

Marine Contract and Energy Support Services

Mike Griglioni

Petroleum Services

Mike Mendenhall, Bob Cox, Craig Tarka, Bill Holland, Bill Hill

Jensen Maritime

Johan Sperling, Camilla Hveding

Shared Services - El Salvador

Azucena Hernandez

Latin America - Panama and Costa Rica

Jorge Campabadal

Latin America - Northern Zone

Claudia Katten

Latin America Logistics - Guatemala

Miguel Artiga
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“Customer” is a broad term that primarily included Crowley’s clients, but
also other potential users of the website such as recent hires and
business partners.
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Topics included:
·
·
·
·
·

Working relationship with Crowley
Impressions of the company
Communication habits
Current website usage—Crowley’s and others
Website “wish list”

Company Name

Participant

Related Crowley Service / Business Unit

Hanesbrands

Rick Preston

Logistics

Alaska Tanker Company

Bob Wenz

Safety, Security, Quality & Environmental

National Shipping Agencies

Torey Presti

Ship Management

Cruise West

Wilco VanBoheemen

Jensen Maritime Consultants

Ryan Air

Starr van Mersbergen

Crowley Petroleum Distribution

Transmarine Navigation Corp

Lon Cain

Ship Assist and Escort Services

China Shipping

Kevin Carroll

Liner Services

Fruit of the Loom

Oleh Koropey

Liner Services

TJX

Brian Lawson

Liner Services

Heerema Marine Contractors

Albert Wijninckx

Crowley Marine Services - Energy Marine Services

DnB NOR

Nikolai Nachamkin

Banking & Finance

World Shipping Council

Anne Kappel

Industry Association

O’Neale’s Transport

Patrick Neugent

Agent

Gordon, Grant & Co.

Rhett Chee Ping

Agent

Crowley

Daniel Allen

Human Resources (recent hire)

Crowley

Jim O'Leary

Human Resources (recent hire)
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In order to determine where Crowley stands amongst its industries in
terms of web presence, we conducted a competitive analysis of a variety
of marine services websites. For this analysis we used the websites of
nine companies that compete with Crowley in some area of the marine
services industry.
These companies’ sites were evaluated using the following parameters:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Home Page
Navigation
Search
Content: Corporate Information
Content: Services Offered
Organization of Services
Press, Publications and Social Media
Career Information
Contact Information

OSG

Seaboard Marine
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The scoring of the sites were based upon a scale of 1-5, where 1 was an
unusable or lacking feature and 5 was industry leading and engaging
feature.
From the competitive analysis, we found that most websites within the
marine services industry lack richness in their design. These sites
incorporate minimal interactivity and use of multimedia. Amongst the
industry, larger organizations like Foss and OSG seemed to have better
websites. Most sites also seemed to lack search capabilities.
Recommendations for Crowley included having a uniform layout across
subsidiaries, laying out services across a variety of axes, and improving
the look & feel of the site. The raw scores for each of the websites can
be found below. For a more detailed breakdown of this analysis, please
review the Crowley.com Competitive Analysis presentation.

Svitzer

Foss

Date / Version: May 24, 2010

Horizon Lines

Damco

AHL

APL Logistics

Robert Allan
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Scoring Summary

OSG

Svitzer

Horizon
Lines

AHL

Seaboard
Marine

Foss

Damco

APL
Logistics

Robert Allan

Crowley

Home
Page

4

3

3

1

4

3

3

3

3

3

Navigation and
Organization

4

3

3

2

3

3

4

3

3

3

1

1

3

1

1

1

1

3

1

3

Content:
Corporate

4

3

3

2

3

4

4

3

3

3

Content:
Services

3

3

3

2

3

3

4

3

3

4

Organization of
Services

3

3

3

2

3

4

4

3

3

2

Press and
Social Media

3

2

3

2

2

4

3

4

3

3

Career
Information

3

3

1

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

Contact
Information

3

3

4

2

3

4

3

3

4

2

Look and
Feel

4

3

3

1

3

3

3

3

3

3

Average
Score

3.2

2.7

3

1.8

2.8

3.2

3.2

3.1

2.9

2.8

Search
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The B2B Sales Funnel models the process of—and typical stages
within—B2B sales. Unlike B2C sales, B2B sales are often characterized
by collective decisions made by groups of people, as opposed to
individuals. Moreover, a B2B sale rarely has an eCommerce component
at its heart. Rather, B2B sales themselves are much more likely to occur
offline.
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The following model documents typical stages of the B2B sales decision
making process. At the end of this document, we will revisit the funnel to
identify Web features and functions that could support each stage in that
process.
In the B2B-focused scenarios that follow in this document, the relevant
stages of the funnel are indicated in the orange band.

Sales Process

Step

1. Find

2. Appraise

3. Contact and Engage

4. Decide

5. Offline Sale

6. Post-Sale Service

Focus

Identification of
potential suppliers

Qualification of
identified suppliers

Evaluation of credibility and
beginning a relationship

Assessment of best
option among range
of options

Value and efficiency

Ongoing communication
and self service

Aim

Locate potential
suppliers

Evaluate services for
appropriateness for
project

Talk to a “real person” to
establish a relationship and
gather details

Evaluate Crowley in
context of other
vendors (or in
context of doing
nothing)

Obtain best value for
money

Understand project status at
all times

Faith in integrity of
delivery promise

Maintain communication
channels

Reach informed
decision

Establish details or
working relationship

Easily adjust details

Safety information

Legal agreements

Access to personnel 24/7

Objective
endorsements

Financial
arrangements

On-demand status updates

Answers to follow-up
questions or
concerns

Scheduling

Determine
competitive
landscape

Appraise initial level of
service

Rule out poor
matches

Need

Consultation on best
strategy

Findability, e.g.,
personal referral or
Web search
engine

Detailed capabilities

High-level
information about
services, i.e., “Do
they do this?”

Equipment
specifications

Demonstration of
experience

High-level pricing
information
Industry-specific
information

Accurate contact
information and quick
response
Tailored information on
services
Pricing
Availability

Easy account / billing
access
Self-service ordering
Information on
complementary services

Personal connection
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What is a persona?

When do we employ personas?

A persona is a narrative user profile that serves to embody a collection of
particular behaviors and attributes. The persona provides an aggregate
identity that, along with other members of a persona set, can serve to
represent the key needs and behaviors of an entire audience.

Personas are useful at all times since, given their representative nature,
they can serve to remind the business of its target audience. However,
personas are most directly useful in the early requirements and design
phases of projects where they can directly inform the creation and
development of a product or service.

The personas are based primarily on the stakeholder and customer
interviews conducted during the first three weeks of this project.
Why are personas useful?
In the Web design process, the loudest voices tend to get the greatest
amount of attention. This may drive a tendency to prioritize and design
for edge case needs that may not be representative of “true” customer
needs. At the same time, it is difficult to focus on and design for a large
and diverse audience, and the individual tends to get lost within a sea of
varied users.

How do we use personas?
The primary purpose of personas is as a design tool to ensure better
understanding of user needs and behaviors by the business. The best
way to do this is to absorb them, and then consider them when making
tactical decisions regarding services that affect them. Instead of “We
know our users want x,” consider “Persona A clearly has this need, and
here’s how we can solve for that.”

The persona process aggregates an array of characteristics to evolve
composite users, mitigating the potential for bias and allowing us to see,
understand, and solve for actual client needs. At the same time personas
consolidate a myriad array of potential users into a handful of
representative personalities, allowing us to focus on and design for
individuals.

© 2010 Roundarch, Inc.
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What is a scenario?

Why do we use scenarios?

A scenario is a sequential description of how a persona accomplishes a
task. It describes the user’s interactions with the website, as well as
internal workflow processes. The scenarios described here are
aspirational, in that they describe a vision of how the website may
function in the future—not how it works now.

Scenarios expand the personas by outlining key tasks each persona may
complete on a day-to-day basis. Like personas, scenarios are used as
an input into design of the system—helping to ensure that the site
supports completion of the user tasks outlined in the scenarios.

Important Notes
·

The personas and scenarios in this document are not intended to
represent all—or even most—of Crowley’s current business units.
Rather, they are meant to document the key types of interactions
that the user base is likely to exhibit on the site.

·

These scenarios reference functionality and systems that may be
outside of the scope of Roundarch’s current engagement with
Crowley. They are included to represent an ideal future state of the
website(s).

© 2010 Roundarch, Inc.
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The interviews and other research described above suggest that the
majority of Crowley’s Web users follow the same basic interaction
pattern. It can be summarized as follows:

Offline

Existing
familiarity
with Crowley

Phone
contact

OR

Online

Find website

For many users, the journey is simple: find the relevant service
description, learn enough to decide it’s worth pursuing, and contact
Crowley to continue the engagement process. There isn’t much
“functionality” involved—the prospect needs just the right amount of
information to move forward. From there, it’s a very consultative sell by
Crowley and the transaction has moved entirely off-line.

Locate
relevant
service

Review / evaluate
content

Email
contact

Accordingly, many of the scenarios below include this basic interaction.
The team needs to be vigilant about not losing sight of this core
interaction pattern—making sure to optimize each step of the online
experience illustrated above.

© 2010 Roundarch, Inc.
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In addition to this core website interaction, a smaller—but very
important—population of Crowley.com users will return to the site
repeatedly for more robust functionality.
Within Liner Services and a handful of other service lines, customers will
use the site as a launching pad into extranet functionality on a day-to-day
basis.
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Current and future features included in this interaction pattern include:
·
·
·
·
·

Shipping order placement
Shipment track and trace
Account and billing inquiries
Project collaboration, e.g., file sharing and commenting
Fuel ordering and account management

Therefore, some scenarios also focus on these other types of
interactions that suggest a richer Web experience.

Offline

Existing
familiarity
with Crowley

Phone
contact

OR

Online

Find
website

Locate
relevant
service

Review /
evaluate
content

Email
contact

Online
Transactions
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Name

Role

Crowley Service(s)

Tom Leonard

VP of Transportation, Large Apparel Retailer

Liner Services, Logistics

Chris Hart

Owner, Small Shipping Company

Salvage and Emergency Response (Titan)

Tony Lee

Contract Manager, Prime Contractor

Government Services

Ellen Long

Job Applicant

Human Resources, Intranet

Jack Yates

Consumer / Small Business Owner

Alaska Fuel Distribution
Freight Services (Vehicle Transport)

Steve Nance

Small Business Owner, Marine Provisions

Supplier / Vendor Services

Will Ortiz

Logistics Sales Associate, Crowley

Content Management System (CMS)
Customer Relationship Management (CRM)

Patti Carson

Journalist, Consumer Publication

Corporate Communications / Media

© 2010 Roundarch, Inc.
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Tom Leonard: Persona

Tom
Leonard
VP of
Transportation,
Large Apparel
Retailer

Day-to-Day
As a VP of Shipping for a large
American retailer, Tom is
responsible for all of the company’s
shipments to and from Central
America, where their apparel is
fabricated. He oversees the
movement of approximately 2500
containers per year.

Crowley Website Redesign
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Goals

Frustrations

Needs

·

Peace of mind about the safety
and timeliness of his shipments

·

Delays due to weather or
mechanical difficulties

·

·

Easy booking and accounting
processes

·

Inaccurate or incomplete
information about the status of
his goods in foreign ports

Comprehensive information
about carriers’ capabilities,
including vessel sizes/capacities,
routes, and sailing schedules

·

·

Full visibility into all of his
shipments at every stage of
transport

Easy-to-find, single login to all of
carrier’s extranet services

Difficulty contacting his carrier
during non-business hours

·

On-demand access to tracking
information without picking up the
phone

·

“Push” alerts for important
announcements or service
updates

·

24/7 contact information for
urgent issues

·

Seamless integration between
ocean and on-shore
transportation

·
·

Unexpected changes in service
or pricing

Current Situation
Tom’s company is interested in
finding a new carrier to handle their
Central America transportation
needs. While they haven’t worked
with Crowley in the past, Tom
“always knew about Crowley”
throughout his 25+ year career in
the marine industry—and considers
them to be a reputable company.

“I just need to know where my stuff is.”

© 2010 Roundarch, Inc.
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Tom Leonard
Crowley Services: Liner Services, Logistics
Leads follow-up
via CRM
a1
Although Tom is
generally familiar with
Crowley’s services, he
wants more information.
He Googles “Crowley”
and clicks on the first
result—Crowley.com.

a2
On the site, a link to find
services “by location”
catches his eye, so he
selects it.

a3
He chooses Central
America from a map of
Crowley’s service
locations, and selects
“Liner Shipping Services”
from a list of services.

a4
He reviews an overview
of the relevant services
and a master sailing
schedule—with a
graphical route map.

Navigation by
location
SEO

Find

b1
After establishing a
contract with Crowley for
weekly services, Tom
receives email
instructions for activating
his account and logging
into MyCrowley.com.

b2
Rather than following the
link in the email, he just
types Crowley.com into
his browser. He sees a
prominent area on the
home page where he
can log in directly—and
does so.

Appraise

b3
Tom’s first three trips
with Crowley are already
in progress, so he sees
links to each one on his
control panel. For each
ship, he can see a list of
all his containers as well
as an approximate
location of the vessel on
its route map.

a5
Satisfied that Crowley
can meet at least his
basic needs, he clicks an
email link and submits an
inquiry. He receives an
automated email
acknowledgement and
promise that Crowley will
get back to him within 24
hours, along with a
contact name and phone
number if he needs to
follow up sooner.

Contact and Engage

b4
One of his shipments
has already arrived at
the port in El Salvador,
and he can see that eight
of the ten containers
have been picked up by
the local trucking
company, but two
remain. He makes a note
to call his contact in the
port.

Shipment tracking

Post Sale Service
b5
He then clicks a
“Booking” link and
schedules an additional
vessel for next month, as
his company is opening
a new store and has a
larger shipment than
usual. Finally, he sees
an “Account” link, so he
clicks that and sees that
he has an invoice
awaiting payment.

Shipment booking
Post-Sale Service
(Continues below)

Post Sale
Service
© 2010
Roundarch, Inc.
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Tom Leonard
Crowley Services: Liner Services, Logistics
Cross-sell content
c1
A few months into the
working relationship,
Tom goes to
Crowley.com to check a
sailing schedule.
Adjacent to the
information he’s looking
for, he sees a “Did You
Know?” area mentioning
that Crowley handles
inland transportation and
custom house brokerage
as well.

c2
This reminds him that
he’s been having some
trouble with his trucking
company, so he clicks
the link and lands in
Crowley Logistics
Services. The
information there
explains the wide range
of Crowley’s capabilities
outside of ocean
transportation.

Appraise

c3
Because the liner shipping
arrangement has been
going well—and he likes
the idea of consolidating
his transportation needs
with one vendor—he calls
his Crowley Liner Services
contact to ask about
setting up additional
services.

Contact and Engage

Decide

c4
His Liner Services rep
informs Tom that he can
help him with Logistics
Services as well;
business development
personnel are no longer
assigned to a specific
business unit. After
meeting to review the
logistics help he needs,
Tom arranges for air
freight and inland
trucking.

Offline Sale

c5
On his next login to
MyCrowley.com, Tom
sees a new tab for
“Logistics Services,”
where he’s able to
manage his account just
as he’s already doing
with Liner Services.

Shipment tracking

Post-Sale Service

Post Sale Service

Post Sale
Service
© 2010
Roundarch, Inc.
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Shipping
Company
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Goals

Frustrations

Needs

·

A safe and dependable fleet

·

·

Assistance in developing his
emergency response plan

·

Preparedness. He hopes to never
have an emergency, but wants to
be ready just in case

Unaware of the best process
for emergency response
planning

·

·
Difficulty reaching some
vendors when he has timesensitive needs

Real-world training in how to
handle a crisis

·

Dependable 24-hour access to all
emergency response partners

·
Day-to-Day
Chris owns and operates a shipping
company of eight vessels. He is
personally involved in all aspects of
the operation, from finance to daily
operations.

Crowley Website Redesign

The confidence of both his
investors and his employees

·

Employees who feel that
nothing negative can ever
happen so they don’t want to
plan for it

Current Situation
While his fleet is relatively small, he
takes safety very seriously. To that
end, he is reviewing all of his safety
and emergency planning
documentation. He is beginning the
process of finding a partner to
assist with these efforts.

“I hope I never have an emergency on my
ship, but I need to be prepared just in case.”

© 2010 Roundarch, Inc.
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Chris Hart
Crowley Services: Salvage and Emergency Response (Titan)
Case studies
a1
In the process of
developing a more
robust vessel response
plan (VRP), Chris talks to
the protection and
indemnity (P&I) club to
which his company
belongs. They suggest
contacting Titan Salvage.

a2
He Googles “Titan
Salvage” and goes
directly to
TitanSalvage.com.

a3
He reads a number of
case studies where Titan
managed complex
salvage operations. He
also notices their
emphasis on safety, the
fact that they are part of
Crowley, and their highprofile appearances on
Salvage Code Red
(which he makes a
mental note to record on
his DVR).

SEO

Find

b1
About a year later,
one of Chris’s
ships runs
aground off the
coast of Texas late
at night. While
thankfully there
were no injuries,
the ship was
carrying toxic
chemicals so the
primary concern
was a spill.

b2
The ship master
remembers some
details from the VRP
(without pulling it
out) and calls the
local Coast Guard
first. He then pulls
up
TitanSalvage.com
on his iPhone.

b3
Titan’s 24-hour
phone number is
prominently
displayed on the
mobile version of
the home page,
so he calls and
gets a live voice
on the first ring.

a5
Titan suggests that
Chris’s company run a
safety drill a couple
weeks later, which
proves to be helpful in
finding additional
shortcomings in their
emergency procedures.

Leads follow-up

Appraise

Contact and Engage

b4
After getting the
details, Titan has a
salvage vessel on
the way within 30
minutes. Chris
receives a text
alert with the
details, including
their anticipated
arrival time.

24/7 contact
information

Contact and Engage

a4
Chris sends an inquiry
through the email form
provided, and gets a call
back from a Titan
representative within an
hour. Chris lists Titan in
his final VRP, which is
available on the bridge of
each ship.

Mobile alerts

Decide

Offline Sale

Post
b6 Sale Service
Titan safely
removes the
grounded ship
with no
environmental
impact.

b5
Titan’s crew arrives
and begins the
operation. A local
government official
who comes to
survey the situation
sees the Titan
vessel. Upon
returning to his
office, he goes to
TitanSalvage.com to
check the
company’s
qualifications in case
he has to answer
any questions about
the incident.
Find

Post Sale Service
(Continues below)

© 2010 Roundarch, Inc.
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Tony Lee: Persona

Tony Lee
Contract
Manager, Prime
Contractor

Day-to-Day
Tony is a Contract Manager within
a major prime contractor, engaged
with the US Maritime Administration
(MARAD). He is tasked with
monitoring and responding to safety
issues on a number of commercial
vessels that contract with MARAD,
and fairly new to the job. One of his
long-term goals is to establish
relationships with dependable
suppliers for the many contract
needs that arise.
Current Situation
One of the ships under Tony’s
responsibility has experienced a
major mechanical failure at sea. His
most pressing need is towing the
vessel. However, this incident is
only the latest in a long line of
issues with this ship. He feels that
he may need to address underlying
personnel and maintenance
problems.

Crowley Website Redesign
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Goals

Frustrations

Needs

·

Continued successful
relationship—and more
business—with the US
government

·

Intense scrutiny of his
decisions by the government
agency’s Contract Officer

·

Dedicated government-focused
content and that comprehensively
addresses his needs

·

·

Working with less experienced,
higher risk vendors

·

A roster of established,
dependable, US-based vendors
with proven track records

A single point person to manage
the disparate aspects of any
project

·

Suppliers who use their own
internal jargon, rather than the
US government’s established
terminology

·

A documented history of
successful government projects

·

Vendors who “speak the same
language” to ensure that his
needs are understood

·

One-stop consulting on complex
marine program management
initiatives

“I want a partner with proven government
experience over a wide range of projects.”
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Tony Lee
Crowley Service: Government Services
In-site search
a1
Without a lot of time for
research, Tony asks his
Contract Officer about a
supplier who might be
able to assist with towing
a ship. The officer
remembers that MARAD
had done similar projects
with Crowley in the past,
although he hasn’t had
any direct interactions.

a2
Tony enters “Crowley”
into his search engine
and goes to
Crowley.com. While he
can easily see that
Crowley provides a wide
range of services, he’s
interested specifically in
their work with the
government.

a3
He tends to rely on search,
so he enters “Government”
into the site’s search box.
The first result is
highlighted as a “Best Bet”
and leads to the
Government Services
page. He sees all of the
relevant information
consolidated there,
including Crowley’s GSA
Schedules documentation.
There are also a number of
detailed past performance
case studies where
Crowley has provided
similar services.

SEO

Find

b1
After confirming that the
tow operation is
underway, Tony
remembers that he
wanted to check out
some of the other
government content on
the Crowley site. He had
bookmarked
crowley.com/
government, so he
returns there.

Find
(Continues below)

Appraise

b2
He reads through the
information and learns
that Crowley provides a
wide range of services in
the government space.

b3
He spends a little time in
the company history area
as well, learning that
Crowley has been in
business in the US for
over one hundred years.

a4
Wanting some additional
objective information,
Tony goes to
FedSpending.org and
searches on Crowley. He
finds that Crowley has
done millions of dollars
worth of work with the
government over the
past few years.

a5
He calls the phone
number listed on the
Government Services
page, and immediately
gets a government
specialist. They arrange
for the ship towing, which
will commence the next
day.

Case studies

Contact and Engage

b4
He emails the
Government Services
rep at Crowley to start
the process of engaging
the company for crewing,
ship maintenance, and
on-shore logistics.

Decide

Offline Sale

Contact / inquiry
process

Company
background
Navigation by
industry

Appraise

Contact and Engage
© 2010 Roundarch, Inc.
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Ellen Long: Persona

Ellen Long
Job Applicant

Day-to-Day
Until recently, Ellen worked as an
Assistant Port Engineer with a Liner
Services company in Los Angeles.
She had been working with them for
four years, ever since she was
recruited on campus at the
California State University where
she received her B.S. in Marine
Engineering. Her old job involved
assisting the Senior Port Engineers
in managing repairs, maintenance
and record-keeping.
Current Situation
Her company went through a
financial crisis and had to sell a
number of their vessels. As a result,
several engineers including Ellen
lost their jobs. She is now looking
for a job in the Seattle area where
her parents live. She has uploaded
her resume to multiple job portals
including Monster.com and Seattle
Jobs.
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Goals

Frustrations

Needs

·

Quickly find a new job that
leverages her past experience
and also provides competitive
pay

·

·

An easy way to pinpoint jobs that
suit her education and
experience

·

·

Work for a reputable organization
that offers her a stable career
and allows her to achieve her
long-term career goals

Career websites that provide
detailed information not just
about the specific job but also
about the organization, their
culture, and their standing in the
community

·

A means to talk to an insider
within the organization both
during the application/interview
process as well as while making
the decision to accept an offer

·

Permanently settle down in the
Seattle area near her family

Too many job portals on the
Web, all with their own
registration and application
processes, which are timeconsuming and complicated

·

Company websites lacking
sufficient career information,
making it difficult for her to find
jobs that suit her profile.

·

Inability to get a feel for an
organization before interviews
due to their limited and
outdated websites

·

The feeling that the “jobs”
email addresses provided on
company websites are “black
holes” because often there is
no confirmation of receipt on
resume submission

“The company culture is just as
important as the job responsibilities.”
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Ellen Long
Crowley Services: Human Resources, Intranet
Careers listing
a1
Ellen has submitted her
resumes to multiple job
portals but has not
received a response in
several days, so she
Googles for “Port
Engineer Seattle.”

a2
The second link on the
results page shows a job
opening at Crowley for a
Port Engineer. Ellen is
excited because Crowley
is one of the biggest
names in the field of
marine transportation.
She clicks on the link.

a3
Ellen is directly taken to
a page on the Crowley
website which displays a
detailed description of a
Port Engineer job
including requirements,
responsibilities and
eligibility details.

a4
Ellen quickly realizes that
she does not have the
required six years of
experience to apply for
this job. She notices
some links on the right
hand side of the page,
listing a few other
suggested jobs.

a6
Ellen sees an image on
this page of a young
woman like herself with
the caption “Life as an
Assistant Port Engineer.”
Intrigued, she clicks on it.

a7
She is taken to a new
page which has an
interview with Michelle
Rodriguez, an Assistant
Port Engineer with a
similar background as
Ellen. She describes a
typical workday at
Crowley. Ellen likes what
she reads; it sounds
similar to her previous
job.

a8
The interview is
accompanied by a
number of images of
Michelle and her
colleagues at work, both
in the office and also on
site at the vessels. Ellen
is pleased that she sees
a diverse mix of
employees.

a9
Ellen is now convinced
that this job could be a
good fit for her and
decides to apply.

a5
She sees a job with a
similar title to her last
job: Assistant Port
Engineer. She clicks on
the link. The job
description seems to suit
her profile better.

SEO

Company culture
information
(Continues below)
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Ellen Long
Crowley Services: Human Resources, Intranet
Automated reply
b1
Ellen wants to submit her
resume to the Assistant
Port Engineer position at
Crowley. The job
description page has an
“Apply” link, which she
selects.

Job application /
upload

c1
A week after submitting
her resume, Ellen
receives an interview
call. Ellen decides to do
some research on
Crowley in preparation.

b2
The application page is a
simple form in which the
first step is uploading her
resume in Word format.
The resume is scanned
by the system and most
of the form fields are
auto-populated with
information from her
resume.

b3
She realizes that the
auto-scan mechanism
has not entered her
address correctly. But
the field is editable and
she quickly makes the
small change.

b4
She verifies that all her
other information is
accurate and submits the
application.

c2
Though familiar with the
organization, she wants
to know some more. She
starts with their website.
The interactive timeline
of the company’s history
gives her a lot of
information about how
the organization was
built over the last 116
years.

c3
She also explores
Crowley’s different
service offerings and
realizes that the
company is extremely
diversified. This gives
her confidence in the
stability of the company
and the opportunities
there.

c4
Finally, she checks out
Crowley’s Facebook
page. Seeing photos of
Crowley’s community
involvement convinces
her that this is a
company that she really
wants to work for. She
also likes the fact that
company is not all
work—they have fun
together too.

b5
She immediately
receives a confirmation
email which tells her that
her resume has been
received and that she’ll
hear back from Crowley
in few days. There is
also a username and
password along with a
link to the career portal
where she can check up
on the status of her
application.

Social media
integration

Interactive company
timeline
(Continues below)
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Ellen Long
Crowley Services: Human Resources, Intranet

d1
Ellen has been hired as
an Assistant Port
Manager at Crowley’s
Seattle offices. On her
first day at work she is
assigned a computer and
is given an orientation of
the Crowley intranet.

d2
Ellen has another
orientation in the
afternoon and a
conference room has
been assigned on her
calendar. She does not
know where this room is
located, so she uses the
interactive office building
map available on the
intranet to locate the
room.
Enhanced intranet
functionality

d3
Ellen wonders if any of
her classmates from
California State
University are currently
working for Crowley. She
searches the employee
directory to look for
California State
University and is happy
to see a number of
employees with the
university listed on their
profile. She emails the
few familiar names she
sees to say hello.

d4
Ellen is assigned her first
project at Crowley. She
receives access to the
project page on
SharePoint. She reads
all the documents on this
page to get familiar with
the project. She can also
view the team
composition and access
profiles of her team
members through this
page

© 2010 Roundarch, Inc.
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Jack Yates: Persona

Jack Yates
Consumer and
Small Business
Owner

Day to Day
Jack Yates is owner of Yates
Freight Services. He owns three
small cargo planes and runs his
business out of Aniak, Alaska with a
staff of three pilots and his wife,
Catherine.
Current Situation
An important part of Jack’s
business is maintaining the fuel
supply for his cargo planes.
Crowley delivers this fuel a couple
of times a year by barge when the
Kushkokwim river thaws in the
summer. They also deliver the
heating fuel for Jack’s home.
He has one daughter, Anne, who is
a student of marine biology at the
University of New Jersey. She
recently informed him that she is
moving to Costa Rica for a year to
do research.
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Goals

Frustrations

Needs

·

Ensure a smooth refueling
process every time one of his
cargo planes land in Aniak

·

·

·

Make sure that the yearly refilling
of the fuel reservoirs goes without
a glitch when the Crowley barges
arrive in the summer

Aniak does not have any road
connections to other cities, so
airplanes are the only means of
year-round deliveries to and
from with outside world

·

Summers are short and the
Kushkokwim River thaws only
for a few short months between
June and October-- the only
time when barges can travel
down the river to satisfy the
town’s freight and fuel needs

Be prepared when Crowley
makes their fuel delivery and
make sure that the required
amount of fuel is stored up
especially before Winter, when
transportation along the river
becomes impossible

·

Tracking of the arrival of fuel
barges for both work as well as
home needs

·

Ability to communicate with the
Crowley folks, since their barges
are the lifeline for his home and
business

·

Dependable and fast internet
service, since Aniak is a small
place and connections to the
outside world are limited

·

Accurate price information

·

Help Catherine run their home
smoothly

·

Keep in touch with his daughter
and be a supportive parent even
though they live so far away

“In Alaska, fuel is our lifeline.”
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Jack Yates
Crowley Services: Alaska Fuel Distribution, Freight Services (Vehicle Transport)
Aviation fuel
ordering
a1
It’s late May and the
Kushkokwim river has
begun to thaw. Jack
knows that the Crowley
barges will be able to
make their first fuel trip
soon.
Up to date pricing

a2
He logs into his Crowley
Fuel account to see the
status of the barges and
the current pricing. He
sees that the barge
arrival dates have not
been confirmed as yet.
So he sets up an alert to
inform him when the
schedule gets updated.

a3
A few days later he
receives an alert in his
email telling him that the
barge schedule has been
updated. He logs into his
fuel services account
and sees that the barge
is to arrive in Aniak in
two weeks.

Post-Sale Service

b1
Aniak has had an
especially severe winter
and the Yates family has
used more heating fuel
than usual. They are
almost out of fuel and the
temperatures are still
low.

b2
They have a standing
annual order with
Crowley for the heating
fuel, but they need to
increase the amount
needed this year.

b3
Jack logs into his
Crowley Fuel account,
which he uses for
ordering both business
related as well as home
fuel needs.

a4
He uses the online order
form to order a sufficient
amount of fuel to fill the
Yates Cargo fuel
reservoir.

Delivery schedules
and alerts

b4
He modifies the order
amount online and
receives an immediate
confirmation of the
change via email.

a5
He sees that his current
year order is significantly
larger than the previous
year’s order, which he
can access through the
Order History section. He
pre-pays for the fuel
online and receives an einvoice for it.
Account
management

Post Sale Service

Residential fuel
ordering

Post-Sale Service
(Continues below)
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Post Sale Service

Jack Yates
Crowley Services: Alaska Fuel Distribution, Freight Services (Vehicle Transport)
Share by email
c1
Jack’s daughter Anne is
moving from New Jersey
to Costa Rica to
complete her doctoral
research in Marine
Biology. She wants to
take her beloved Honda
Civic with her and
mentions this to her
father during a phone
call.
SEO

c2
Jack decides to help her
out, and types “move car
to Costa Rica” in Google.
To his surprise, Crowley
comes up as one of the
first options. The page
description sounds like
the service his daughter
needs.

c3
He clicks the link in
Google and lands on a
Crowley.com page all
about transporting
vehicles and other
household goods. He
reads an FAQ section
about the process, then
uses the interactive
shipping routes map to
find out that they have a
shipping route from New
York to Costa Rica and
that the price is lower
than he expected.

c4
Jack clicks the “Share”
function of the Crowley
website to send the
relevant page link to
Anne. He also emails her
the Shipping Services
contact details along with
the projected cost.
Schedules and
maps

Up to date pricing
Find

Appraise
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Steve Nance: Persona

Steve Nance
Small Business
Owner, Marine
Provisions
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Steve’s company has primarily
worked with smaller clients with
only one or two ships. While they’re
managing to pay the bills, the oneoff nature of the projects seems
unpredictable, inefficient, and
requires a lot of coordination. To
that end, he would like to establish
working relationships with larger
companies for whom he can
provide more long-term, consistent
services.
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Goals

Frustrations

Needs

·

Grow his business

·

·

·

Find new clients—particularly
larger ones—within a fairly small
universe of potential companies

Difficulty getting on the vendor
consideration “list” with larger
companies

A way to make his services
known to potential clients without
an inside connection

·

The unpredictable nature of his
current business—clients call
when they need him with little
notice

·

Readily available updates on
clients’ ongoing supplier needs

·

Easy invoice submission and
status checking

·
Day-to-Day
Steve owns a small company in Ft.
Lauderdale, Florida. He and his
crew supply provisions (food,
beverages and supplies) for ships
in Port Everglades. His primary
responsibilities are business
development and ensuring good
customer service.

Crowley Website Redesign

·

Keep the cash flow moving
efficiently
Keep his clients happy

·

Slow payment and lack of
visibility into clients’ accounts
payable process

“I’m ready to work with the big
guys, but they don’t know I exist.”

Steve is well aware of Crowley. He
sees their vessels all over the port,
and knows them to be a reputable
company—one he’d like to work
with.
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Steve Nance
Crowley Service: Supplier / Vendor Services
Preferred vendor
application
a1
Steve doesn’t know
anyone at Crowley
personally, so he goes to
Crowley.com to see if he
can get some
information. He
immediately finds a
section called “Doing
Business with Crowley”
and clicks in.

a2
The first thing he reads is
a description of
Crowley’s small business
program. He is
encouraged that a
company as large as
Crowley is committed to
working with smaller
vendors.

a3
There are step-by-step
instructions to submit
information about his
company’s services,
qualifications, and
business references.
Steve provides the
requested data and
submits the form. He
immediately receives an
email confirmation.

Dedicated vendor
content

a4
A few days later, Steve
gets a call from a
procurement specialist at
Crowley, who asks a few
follow up questions
about his company’s
pricing structure and
availability. He invites
Steve to come in and
present his capabilities to
a small group at
Crowley, which he gladly
does.

a5
The next week, Steve
receives an email stating
that he’s been accepted
as a preferred vendor
with Crowley. The email
includes a login and
password to log into their
vendor portal—as well a
request to complete a W9 form, some insurance
information, and safety
data.
Vendor account
management

RFP alerts
b1
Steve logs into the
vendor portal and first
completes the required
forms. He then sees a
section of newly opened
contracts and RFPs
organized by the service
needed and open/close
dates—along with a list
of which Crowley buyer
is responsible for each
opportunity. One of them
looks like a good fit for
his company.

b2
He clicks the “Submit a
Proposal” link, provides
the requested
information, and uploads
a proposal.
Vendor RFP
response

b3
Adjacent to the RFP
listing, Steve sees a link
stating “Sign Up for RFP
Alerts.” He is able to
select a few parameters
for the kinds of jobs his
company might like to
bid on, and confirm that
he wants email alerts.

b5
He also notices an area
where Crowley is selling
used equipment, such as
containers. Steve doesn’t
have a current need for
equipment, but makes a
note of it because
sometimes his other
clients ask him about
these kinds of things.

b6
A couple weeks later, he
gets a call about the
proposal he submitted.
After exchanging
some
Post Sale
Service
additional information
and a bit of negotiation,
Steve’s company is hired
to work on five Crowley
ships over the next three
months.

(Continues below)
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Steve Nance
Crowley Service: Supplier / Vendor Services
Invoice status
c1
One month into working
with Crowley, Steve goes
to Crowley.com, where
there’s a shortcut to log
into the vendor portal. He
uses their online
accounting system to
submit his invoice
electronically.

c2
He takes a moment to
read about Crowley’s
payment schedule and
policies.

Invoice submission

c3
Two weeks later, Steve
logs in again to check on
the status of his invoice.
He sees that the check
has been issued the
previous day, so he
should be receiving it
shortly.

c4
He also notices an alert
on his main page,
indicating that his
insurance information
has expired and needs to
be updated. (He
remember seeing an
email about that the
previous day as well.) He
enters the requested
information.

c5
He also notices a
“Vendor Scorecard”
area, where his Crowley
contacts will provide
ratings on his company’s
services. While no
content is there yet, he
makes a note of the
rating criteria and plans
to check it periodically.
Vendor scorecard

Post Sale Service
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Will Ortiz: Persona

Will Ortiz
Logistics Sales
Associate,
Crowley

Day-to-Day
Will is an Associate Sales Manager
within the Logistics business unit at
Crowley. He holds a Bachelor’s
degree in Sales & Marketing and
has been working for Crowley for
the last four years. His
responsibilities include interacting
with potential clients on the phone,
managing the sales pipeline within
the CRM and handling the day to
day updates to the Logistics section
of Crowley’s public facing website.
Current Situation
Will was recently given the
responsibility of managing
Logistics-related content on
Crowley’s public facing website. He
uses the content management
system (CMS) to make any updates
requested by the senior managers
within Logistics.
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Goals

Frustrations

Needs

·

Provide excellent customer
service for Logistics-related
inquiries received by Crowley

·

Updating the Crowley website
is a complicated process
requiring permissions from
multiple people

·

Ability to directly make small
changes to the website within the
Logistics section in a timely
manner

·

Ensure that the Logistics-related
information on the public facing
Crowley website is accurate and
up-to date at all times

·

It often takes several days for
any content to be updated on
the Crowley site

·

Have all Logistics inquiries routed
to him since he is the point
person to answer these

·

The sales records in the CRM
systems are often not complete
and/or updated

·

·

Logistics inquiry calls are often
misdirected which leads to loss
of business

Ensure that any material that
requires authorization before
being posted on the website
reaches the concerned personnel
so that they can authorize it
quickly

·

Successfully shoulder all the
responsibilities assigned to him
so that he can move to the next
level professionally—and still
have a life outside of work

“Need help with Logistics? I’m the
guy you should to talk to.”
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Will Ortiz
Crowley Services: Content Management System (CMS), Customer Relationship Management (CRM)

a1
Will has recently been
given the responsibility of
answering all Logistics
related sales inquiries
within Crowley.

a2
Another name is
currently listed as the
contact person on the
site for Logistics and Will
needs to change that
information.
CMS permissions

a3
Will logs into the CMS
using his content
manager credentials. He
has the ability to edit any
part of the Logistics
section. Will is also a
content approver for
persons from other
departments who want to
make changes to the
Logistics section.

a4
When Will logs in he
sees a change made by
Cecilia from Liner
Services. She wants to
add a link to the Liner
page on the Logistics
section for the purpose
of cross-selling. Will is
aware of the ongoing
cross-selling effort and
approves the change. It
is immediately reflected
on the website.

a5
Next, Will navigates to
the contact information
page within the CMS. He
deletes the existing
details and adds his own
name, address and
telephone number.

CMS workflow
a6
He also uploads a
photograph of himself.
This is an official
photograph which has
already been approved
by the Corporate
Communications team.

a7
These changes become
immediately available on
the public site. Thus, all
telephone inquiries within
Logistics will now be
directed to Will.
Contact
information

(Continues below)
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Will Ortiz
Crowley Services: Content Management System (CMS), Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
Social media
integration
b1
Crowley has been
informed that they are
going to receive the
prestigious Toyota
Logistics Service Award
for Excellence in Quality.
However, the public
announcement of the
award will happen only
after the presentation
ceremony on Saturday
night.

b2
Will has been tasked
with posting an
announcement of the
award to the Crowley site
as soon as the official
announcement is made.
However, he is leaving
for a week-long camping
trip and will not have
computer access for a
few days.

b3
Will creates a draft of the
announcement, gets it
approved by his VP, and
uploads it via the CMS.
He sets a publish date
and time as midnight on
Saturday.
CMS content
scheduling

b4
The award is presented
on Saturday night and
thanks to the autopublish feature the
announcement appears
on the site soon after
that.

b5
All such announcements
are directly published to
the Crowley Twitter feed
and Facebook page as
well. Will receives a
Twitter update about this
article via his iPhone
while he’s still on his
camping trip.

(Continues below)
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Will Ortiz
Crowley Services: Content Management System (CMS), Customer Relationship Management (CRM)

c1
A recent Supply Chain
project with a produce
company was a major
success. It showcased a
number of Crowley’s
core competencies. The
director of Supply Chain
thinks that it would be a
great case study to put
up on the website.

c6
Since Will has created a
new page it requires
approval from the VP of
Logistics. She is
automatically notified of
the new page and
approves it immediately.
Will receives an email
alert about the approval.

CMS workflow

c2
He asks Will to write it up
and add it to the website.
Will uses the material
that the director has sent
him to design a visually
rich case study format.

c3
He uses the CMS to
create a new page and
formats it so as to
present the case study in
the best way possible.
He also generates a PDF
document of the same
for users to download.

CMS case study
publishing

c7
This content is located
outside the Logistics
section of the website, so
it also requires approval
from the Marketing and
Communications
director. After the VP’s
approval, the Marketing
and Communication
director is auto-notified
about the new content.
He sees the content,
makes a few changes in
wording and formatting
before approving it.

c8
After this final approval,
the content gets
published and Will is
notified via email. He
visits the website and
confirms that the new
page is now available to
all visitors.

c4
Will sets an expiration
date of one year on the
document. This means
that in one year’s time
Will (or whomever is in
his position then) shall
receive a notification that
the content is about to
expire. At that point he
may choose to delete,
modify or keep the
content.

c5
When Will submits his
additions to the Case
Studies section, he is
notified that two separate
approvals are required
before the content is
published.

CMS content
scheduling

(Continues below)
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Will Ortiz
Crowley Services: Content Management System (CMS), Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
CRM contact
management
d1
A prospective customer
submits an inquiry about
Crowley’s services
through the Liner
Services contact form on
Crowley.com.

CRM Outlook /
MS Dynamics integration

d2
When the Liner Services
rep Tina logs into
Outlook the next
morning, she sees an
email alert that there’s a
new business inquiry
needing attention.
Clicking the email pulls
her into Crowley’s
Microsoft Dynamics
CRM system (without
leaving Outlook).

d3
After reading the
customer message, the
Liner Services rep
realizes that it’s more
appropriate for Logistics.
So, she assigns it to Will
for follow-up through the
CRM system.

CRM inquiry tracking

d4
Will receives a
notification in his email,
and uses the CRM
system to answer the
customer’s question and
set up a follow-up call.
The message is marked
as answered, and the
potential customer is
added as a Logistics
Services prospect in the
system.

d5
Tina receives a
notification that the
customer inquiry was
taken care of, so she
doesn’t need to be
involved further.
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Current Situation
Patti has been tasked with
writing an article about
American companies’
contributions to relief and
rebuilding efforts underway in
Haiti, related to the recent major
earthquake. Because she is
unable to travel to Haiti, she is
relying primarily on U.S.-based
contacts and Web research as
sources for her article.
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Goals

Frustrations

Needs

·

Timely writing that tells the
stories of real people

·

·

Up-to-date news resources on
the Web

·

She’s always on a deadline,
but resources are not available
on nights and weekends

Reaching as wide an audience as
possible

·

·

Distinguishing between
corporate public relations and
factual information can be a
challenge

Access to media contacts within
companies

·

High-resolution imagery from
information sources

·

Frequent “Push” updates on
news that she might find relevant
for her work (not just any news)

·

Day-to-Day
Patti is a writer for a news and
lifestyle magazine in South
Florida. Due to the great
number of immigrants in the
area, she tends to focus heavily
on issues affecting that
population.

Crowley Website Redesign

Strong visual content to support
her words
·

Tracking down appropriate
imagery is time consuming

“I’m on a deadline.”
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Patti Carson
Crowley Service: Corporate Communications / Media
Media contact
information
a1
Patti executes a Google
search on “business Haiti
relief efforts” and gets
thousands of hits. She
bookmarks a few
promising resources,
then sees a press
release from Crowley
called “Crowley forms
Haiti Relief Cargo
Team.”

a2
Clicking on the link goes
to the press release on
Crowley.com. She learns
that the company has
been assisting in
transporting cargo to
Haiti. A “Related News”
area shows that Crowley
has also helped remove
a wrecked crane, and
built deck barges to help
get humanitarian aid
delivered. She makes a
note to include these
projects in her article.

SEO

a6
After conducting a phone
interview with Tom
Crowley, Patti decides to
feature him in a sidebar
to her article. She returns
to Crowley.com, where
she logs into the Media
Gallery. She downloads
high-res files of the
photos she found earlier.
She also finds a photo of
Tom Crowley to include,
and his bio.

a7
She notices that
Crowley.com offers a
number of delivery
methods for mediaspecific information.
Thinking that she may
want to stay on top of
what the company is
doing for future articles,
she subscribes to their
RSS feed and begins
following them on
Twitter.

a3
Patti sees a link to
Crowley’s Media Gallery.
Clicking in, she notes
that there are images of
the Haiti efforts, as well
as a gallery of hundreds
of other images. She
uses the gallery’s search
function to locate two
photos of a particular
kind of vessel mentioned
in the press release.

a4
She sees a note that she
may contact Crowley to
get access to highresolution versions of the
photo. Clicking on the
“Media Contacts” link,
she gets a list of relevant
names, phone numbers
and emails.

Media gallery

a5
She sends an email to
the first Crowley media
contact to request the
login and ask a follow-up
question. An email
comes back in 30
minutes with the
information. The Crowley
contact also suggests
that Patti might interview
Tom Crowley, who is
committed to helping the
Haitian community.
Patti jumps at the chance
and schedules the
interview.

Media alerts

Post Sale Service

Management bios
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Based on the research described above—as well as user experience
best practices—the following high-level observations and
recommendations provide a starting point for our design process.
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Please note that this is by no means a comprehensive list of
functionality.
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Throughout the interviews with both stakeholders and customers, it
became very clear that Crowley has an outstanding reputation. The
company is known for its stability and durability, having been a U.S.based, family business for over 100 years.
Crowley’s core value of safety also came through loud and clear.
Customers feel confident in Crowley’s ability to reduce risk in a
potentially dangerous industry, even if it comes with a higher price. The
commitment to safety starts with Crowley’s employees, who clearly are
safety’s best advocates.
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Crowley’s stellar reputation should be communicated more fully on the
website. While any company can say “we’re dependable,” Crowley can
actually back it up. Including richer materials about the company
heritage, e.g., an interactive corporate timeline or perspectives from Tom
Crowley can help cement Crowley’s steadfastness.
The site would also benefit from more engaging safety-related
messaging. While the existing site does include an “Environment and
Safety” area, it could be beefed up with specifics on safety statistics and
procedures. Extending Crowley’s “Safety Moment” to the interactive
space has interesting potential too—extending the internal company
culture to the public. Finally, safety messaging could be integrated more
seamlessly with the specific service offerings, as visitors may not be
motivated to find safety information in a separate section.
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The heart of Crowley’s website (and its subsidiaries’) is the listing of
services. Getting the user to the right service is key; if the site needs to
do one thing right, this is it. There are a number of challenges that
Crowley faces in this respect:
·

Diversification
One of Crowley’s strength in its breadth of services. However, it can
actually be a hindrance to potential customers who have to wade
through a menu of capabilities that are irrelevant to them.

·

Terminology
The way Crowley refers to a particular service may not match with
the customer’s language. For example, the user might be looking for
something called “tugboats” when the actual service is listed as “Ship
Assist.” In some cases, Crowley organizes its services by business
unit—which is not likely to be meaningful to users.

Overlap among services
Some of Crowley’s services “blend” into others. For example, a customer
who comes looking for Liner Services customer may actually need
additional help—matching up better with Logistics. While this overlap
makes for great cross-sell and up-sell opportunities, it may also cause
confusion in users’ minds.
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Ensuring that Crowley’s capabilities are described and organized
in a clear way should be a priority. Labeling must be tested with
real users to make sure that the site is speaking their language.
Exercises such as card sorting can be designed to understand how
customers think about Crowley’s services. If business units or
other internal-focused grouping of services are used, they should
be re-examined for relevance to the audience.
The re-designed Crowley website should offer multiple ways to find
services. For example, many of Crowley’s services are specific to
a geographic location. Not surprisingly, a number of stakeholders
and customers interviewed for the project suggested that the site
should offer the ability to see all of the company’s capabilities in
their particular region. Browsing by industry may also be a useful
feature.
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Industries
Ship Design and Construction
Ship Management
Alaska Fuel Sales & Distribution
Intermodal Cargo Moves
Trucking
Vehicle and Household Shipping
Warehousing and Distribution
Custom House Brokerage

Locations

Industries

US - Mainland
US - Alaska
Central America
Caribbean
Cuba
Canada
Other Countries

The cross-selling and up-selling opportunities mentioned above
should be taken advantage of as well. For example, while viewing
the description of a particular service, a user may see a “Did You
Know?” module that raises awareness of a complementary
capability.
WHAT WE DO:

Finally, we should consider a “service finder” that allows users to
answer simple questions or go through a “wizard” that finds the
right service for them. For example, a form could be designed
where the customer “fills in the blanks” about the kind of service
they’re seeking (e.g., move something, fix a problem, manage a
process), location, industry, etc., and the application returns
relevant service options.
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Locations

Industries
Government
Petroleum and Chemicals
Consumer Goods
Fresh Fruit and Produce
Vessel Construction and Management

Sample wireframe showing multiple browse options
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Crowley has a great advantage compared to many service companies—
the work is visually rich. There’s a strong “coolness” factor in Crowley’s
projects that comes from:
·
·
·
·
·

Crowley Website Redesign

Impressive vehicles and equipment
Beautiful or harsh locations
Large scale
High risk and high reward
Interesting characters
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To that end, the website should make much stronger use of the wealth of
available visual assets. While the current site was developed during a
time when typical download speeds and screen sizes dictated small
imagery, a lot has changed. The use of full-screen photography, quality
resolution video, and rich interactive technologies (e.g., Flash, Silverlight,
Flex) have reached the mainstream as users’ access and equipment
have improved.

Photography and video of Crowley’s operations tell the story much more
quickly and tangibly than words can.
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Crowley does not currently use a Content Management System (CMS) to
manage its public sites. The current process involves requests sent to
the technical team via an email chain with the prerequisite approvals
from Corporate Communications or Legal.
Changes are then made by the technical team, and the modified files
and content are copied to the hosting provider via FTP. The process for
getting content updated on the site can be several days depending on
the availability of IT resources to perform the task. These publishing
delays not only inhibit timely content from making it to the web site, but
also discourage business users from creating content updates more
frequently.

·

Timely content updates
Content changes to the website can be published automatically
through a CMS workflow, which will solicit the appropriate groups if
necessary for approval through email (e.g., business line manager,
Corporate Communications, Legal).
Frequent content updates
The efficiency of the content publishing process enabled by the CMS
will allow users to make frequent updates, keeping the content fresh
and engaging to Crowley site users. More recently updated content
will increase traffic, e.g., with government rule changes associated
with Customized Brokers.
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·

Minimize involvement of IT resources
Once the CMS has been set up, the automated publishing process
will reduce the bottleneck for site changes due to the involvement of
limited IT. It will also allow IT to focus on other priorities than content
maintenance.

·

Decentralized control
Maintenance of different sections of the sites will be left to the
business lines, who are the subject matter experts. Content will be
more relevant when the authors are those who know their audiences
best.

·

Consistent design
CMS templates will enforce the Crowley brand look and feel while
allowing users who update the site the freedom to make all the
content updates they need to make. This same process can also
enforce the consistency of content, e.g., by requiring proper
metadata.

·

Fine-grained access control
Using a CMS controls who has permission to change each section of
the site, and who needs to approve changes—preventing inadvertent
or unauthorized content.

Implementing a flexible and easy to use CMS will have the following
benefits:
·
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One of the issues we heard most about during our stakeholder interviews
is the management of inquiries from customers and prospects.
The Crowley websites provide contact information as a mix of email
addresses, email forms, and telephone numbers. There is no shortage of
ways for site users to reach out to the company. However, there are a
number of challenges:
·

·

Crowley Website Redesign

Misdirected inquiries
Because distinctions among Crowley’s various service offerings may
not be clear to visitors, they often contact the “wrong” department. In
addition, Web users in general don’t necessarily seek out the correct
contact information—they just use the first link or phone number they
see.
Poor follow-through
While Crowley employees do try their best to forward the phone or
email inquiry to the correct contact, it’s an imperfect process. The
party receiving the forward may still not be exactly right, so they
need to forward it again. More importantly, there’s no consistent
process to track these inquiries to make sure every prospect is
addressed.

·

Lack of a centralized “clearing house”
Only a few individuals within Crowley have the experience and
breadth of knowledge to correctly route all inquiries. However, those
people have jobs that aren’t meant to focus on this kind of traffic
management. Crowley does staff an 800 number, but the
representatives there don’t necessarily understand the subtleties of
the various business units.

·

Lack of reporting
There is no way to track the amount of revenue generated or lost
through leads acquired from the site, due to the decentralized lead
management process and a lack of process to record the
interactions.
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During stakeholder interviews, an anecdote was shared about a client
who was routed by phone to approximately ten different Crowley
employees around the country before getting the “right” person. This
client actually ended up doing business with Crowley, but it’s likely that
most prospects would have given up much earlier and abandoned the
process.
The main fact to note is that while the Web may be the starting point for
many of these inquiries, it’s primarily an internal business process.
Strictly from the Web side, all of the contact information needs to be
carefully reviewed on a regular basis to make sure the correct individuals
are listed. All email inquiries should be tracked so that potential
customers don’t fall through the cracks. This fact suggests an approach
that relies on routed email forms, rather than simple links to an
individual’s email address.
Internally, the customer relationship management (CRM) system needs
to be integrated with all forms of contact in order to empower followthrough with all prospects.
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Crowley’s current in-site search engine is powered by the Google API.
This solution provides a competent, straightforward search engine.

·

·

·

Type-ahead
Sites such as Apple.com start guiding searchers from their first
interactions with the search box. As letters are entered, the site
dynamically suggests key content pages in a dropdown box. The
advantage is that while a word like “iPod” appears in thousands of
pages on the site, the search function can guide users to the primary
“splash” page that provides an overview of the product. A similar
approach could help users of Crowley.com.
Best bets
Similarly, some solutions show the top recommended search result
or “best bet” at the top of the page, visually highlighted in some way.
Rather that working from an automated algorithm, these pages are
often manually assigned by site administrators for the top anticipated
search terms.
Faceted search results
Another option for a search results page is to provide filters or
“facets” that enable users to refine their results. For example, the
user may be able to separate press releases or “About Us” page
results from those that directly address the company’s services.
Parametric search
Similarly, it may make sense to offer parametric search, which allows
users to specify multiple parameters or properties while searching.
For example, they may want to search for a particular service in a
specified location and/or industry.
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·

Inclusion of subsidiary sites
Ideally, searches executed on Crowley.com would also reference
results from their subsidiary company sites, i.e., Titan, Jensen, and
Customized Brokers. This improvement would help ensure that
searchers seeking a specific service won’t walk away thinking it’s not
available.

·

Thesaurus
A thesaurus is behind-the-scenes website functionality that matches
user search terms with content on the site. It allows users to find
information even if their initial search term is not located. As a very
simplistic example, if a user enters “boats,” but the term “ships” is
always used on the site, the thesaurus would serve up all “ships”
search results instead—because the thesaurus says that “boats”
equals “ships.” On a site like Crowley’s where industry terminology is
prevalent, a thesaurus can be a real help to users.

·

Glossary
While Crowley.com does include a basic glossary now, enhancing it
would make it more useful. For example, linking glossary items to
key content areas would serve as a subtle cross-sell, as well as
improving search engine visibility.

·

Dynamic landing pages from search engines
Helping users find the information they need actually starts off-site—
at their favorite search engines. Dynamic landing pages allow us to
direct visitors to a specific page on Crowley.com based on the
search terms they entered in the search engine—rather than just
sending all traffic to the home page. This approach eliminates extra
steps and gets customers to the key content faster. More details are
available in separate SEO documentation.

However, a more powerful search function could be to Crowley’s
advantage. Some features that should be considered include:
·
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An impressive by-product of Crowley’s many years in operation is a
strong portfolio of completed projects. A review of these successful
engagements goes a long way toward convincing a prospective client
that Crowley can get the job done. And as discussed earlier, Crowley’s
work is visually rich. Many internal stakeholders felt that showing off the
company’s specific experience should be one of the key aspects of the
site.
However, the current website does not do an optimal job of
communicating these successes. While some areas include “Past
Projects” or “Success Stories,” they are spotty and not visually engaging.
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Perhaps more importantly, Crowley employees don’t have an easy way
to update the site with success stories. Having to collect visual assets,
write text, and publish the information to the site involved too many
hurdles.
Part of the content management system (CMS) needs to be a userfriendly way to add case studies. A consistent but flexible template
should be established to allow content administrators to independently
update completed projects—as they happen.
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When speaking with stakeholders and customers outside of the United
States, we asked whether translations of Crowley’s web content would
be useful. The current site is only offered in English.
While the vast majority of Crowley’s customers do speak English, many
stakeholders felt that additional language support would be helpful for
certain areas of the site. Most prominently, Spanish would be an
advantage due to Crowley’s reach in Central and South America.
Not only would additional languages have the potential to reach a wider
audience, it would also show Crowley’s familiarity with and commitment
to the local communities in which they operate.
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One option would be to provide translations selectively, i.e., only in the
sections that are most relevant to international audiences. This approach
would reduce the labor and cost of offering alternate language support
on the entire site—especially as content is updated more frequently on
the future site.
A potential next step beyond translation is true internationalization. Not
just language—but content, imagery, and even layout can be customized
to a particular locale. Further research would be warranted to determine
how high a priority to assign to this level of effort.
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A decision has been made to maintain the sites for Titan Salvage,
Jensen Maritime, and Customized Brokers as independently branded
entities. Based on conversations with Crowley Corporate
Communications and these subsidiaries, the reasons were:
·

Each company boasts strong brand equity from their pre-Crowley
days, which would not be wise to lose.

·

A complete takeover by the Crowley brand could be a negative, e.g.,
in a situation where one of the subsidiaries might be working with a
Crowley competitor.

Keeping stand-alone sites for these subsidiaries seems like a wellinformed approach. However, the current navigation structure for getting
to a subsidiary site is not ideal. To click on a primary navigation item
(“Salvage and Emergency Services”) and be dropped into a completely
different site is jarring. Different branding, navigation, and messaging
likely cause confusion in users.
Crowley.com should create “soft landings,” where the relationships
among the companies are explained and transitions between sites are
not a surprise.
Once on the subsidiary site—whether linked from Crowley.com or
accessed independently, there should be a clear gateway back to the
parent site. In addition to clarifying the relationship between the
companies, it provides for additional cross-sell exposure.
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The B2B Sales Funnel shown below matches sample Web features with the parameters discussed earlier in this document.

Step

1. Find

2. Appraise

3. Contact and Engage

4. Decide

5. Offline Sale

6. Post-Sale Service

Focus

Identification of
potential suppliers

Qualification of
identified suppliers

Evaluation of credibility and
beginning a relationship

Assessment of best
option among range
of options

Value and efficiency

Ongoing communication
and self service

Aim

Locate potential
suppliers

Evaluate services for
appropriateness for
project

Talk to a “real person” to
establish a relationship and
gather details

Evaluate Crowley in
context of other
vendors (or in
context of doing
nothing)

Obtain best value for
money

Understand project status at
all times

Faith in integrity of
delivery promise

Maintain communication
channels

Reach informed
decision

Establish details or
working relationship

Easily adjust details

Safety information

Legal agreements

Access to personnel 24/7

Objective
endorsements

Financial
arrangements

On-demand status updates

Answers to follow-up
questions or
concerns

Scheduling

Determine
competitive
landscape

Appraise initial level of
service

Rule out poor
matches

Need

Supporting
Web Features

Consultation on best
strategy

Findability, e.g.,
personal referral or
Web search
engine

Detailed capabilities

High-level
information about
services, i.e., “Do
they do this?”

Equipment
specifications

Search engine
optimization
Robust in-site
search
Navigation by
service, industry,
location, etc.
Solution finder

Demonstration of
experience

High-level pricing
information

Accurate contact
information and quick
response
Tailored information on
services
Pricing

Self-service ordering
Information on
complementary services

Availability

Industry-specific
information

Personal connection

Company background

24/7 general phone
number

Easy account / billing
access

Third-party
endorsements /
certifications

Detailed pricing

Service ordering

Contracts

Delivery tracking / status /
alerts

FAQ

Other legal documents

General price lists

Email forms by service
area

Client list /
references

Insurance / safety
specifications

Shipping schedules

Leads tracking via CRM

Event registration

Live chat

Micro-conversions

List of services
Case studies
Vessel specifications

Phone numbers for each
service area

Collaboration space

Account management
Cross-sell / complementary
services
Pricing / schedule changes
Bill of lading
Mobile alerts
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After approval of this document, the Conceptual Design process will
commence. In this phase, we begin developing the overall design
framework for Crowley’s online presence. Wireframes and visual comps
for key screens will explore navigation, interaction concepts, and layout.
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We will then develop a front-end prototype, illustrating a key clickthrough path of the future state experience. The prototype is used to
validate the Conceptual Design with end users, gathering feedback and
action items for subsequent detailed design efforts.

Internal reviews will help iterate conceptual design prior to end user
validation.
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